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CARE - avan!
Organized by Bill and Marion Mason
Thank you to everyone who participated on Sunday, June 7, and especially to
Marion and Bill Mason for organizing. They even came up with a clever name for
the event!
It was a beautiful day, perfect for a drive to let our local health care workers and
residents of seniors’ facilities that we are thinking of them. The route included
Lord Dufferin Centre, Headwaters Hospital, Avalon Retirement Community,
Dufferin Oaks and Shelburne Residence.
Dorien gives some more details on Page 9, and there are a few more pictures on
Page 12.
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Upcoming
Events
Run and Get Tested!
Tuesday, June 16 @ 1:15 for 1:30
Meet: Orangeville Mall parking lot
Bring: Health Card
We will go on a short run, ending at
Headwaters Hospital drive-through
Assessment Centre where everyone can be tested for Covid-19
without leaving their cars. We will
disperse from there.
Kimberly and Ralph Evans

Automotive Electrical Fuses British Vs American
Reprinted with kind permission from the MG Car Club of Toronto

British and American standards for rating electrical fuses are different. Both
provide an “Amp Rating” for very similar looking fuses, but the two ratings
mean very different things. The US system rates the fuse based on the
continuous load it can handle for a specified period of time w/o blowing, whilst
the British system expresses the load at which the fuse will immediately blow.
That’s a significant difference! As an example, the 35 Amp fuse called out for
many 1950’s/60’s/70’s vintage Britcars (Lotus Elan & Europa for sure) is
roughly equivalent to a US-spec BUSS AGC 17 Amp fuse. Install a US 35
Amp fuse into your LBC fuse box and the wiring harness will melt down
before the fuse blows:
DO NOT use a USA rated 35 amp fuse in your vintage British car!
The complete rating for the 35 amp Lucas fuse is: “17 AMP CONTINUOUS /
35 AMP SURGE”
Early British fuses were simply marked with the quick-blow rating, but later
fuses are given two ratings in an effort to minimize the confusion. For
instance, the 35 Amp fuse is often marked as “17 continuous / 35 blow”, or
simply 17/35. In that case, use the lower “continuous” rating as the one to
which you try to match an American BUSS fuse rating. Or, better yet, proper
British fuses are available from your favorite independent Britcar / Lotus parts
dealer. Purchase a supply and keep them in your LBC’s glove box.
The comparison / substitution looks something like this…
British Lucas Fuse
Fast Blow
50 amp
35 amp
30 amp
25 amp
20 amp
15 amp
10 amp
5 amp
2 amp

2

Dual Rating
25 / 50 amp
37 / 35 amp
15 / 30 amp
12 / 25 amp
10 / 20 amp
7.5/ 15 amp
5 / 10 amp
2.5/ 5 amp
1 / 2 amp

American BUSS Fuse
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

Continuous (AGC)
25 amp
17 amp
15 amp
12 amp
10 amp
8 amp
5 amp
1 amp

Alternate Opinion (SFE?)
25 amp SFE
20 amp SFE
15 amp SFE (too short?)
15 amp SFE (too short?)

3 amp
.

Continued on 3

FYI: It will be a requirement to be
tested negative before you can visit
anyone in hospital or a Seniors’
facility or to return to many workplaces. This is a great opportunity
to gain some piece of mind without
having to go by yourself. Health
officials agree that testing is the key
to containing the virus.
It is just a nasal swab. My 94-yearold father says there is nothing to it!
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Scruffy
Revisited
By The Mystery Poet

You know my old car named
Scruffy?
Well, she started to get a bit
puffy…
She was coughing for air
From somewhere up there
So I jumped from my seat
And gently thumped her!
Then she started to squeal
From both her back wheels
And this was not really like her!
She left me right there,
Just saying a prayer
And shouting, “Why don’t you
just bite me?!”

Automotive Electrical Fuses British Vs American Continued from 2
Unfortunately, there’s no extra data marked on either the fuse body or on the
package to tip-off the user that the ratings are different. It’s very important
that USA owners of British cars be aware of the issue and make wise choices
when using USA fuses in them. The best choice is to make the effort to
source proper British fuses for your LBC. In an emergency, the loose Rule of
Thumb is to use a USA BUSS fuse with an Amp rating equal to no more than
one half of the British Lucas fuse rating.
USA BUSS fuse terms:
SFE fuses are “automotive” and rated to interrupt only 32 volts. Their length
depends on their current rating, ranging from 5/8” for a SFE-4, to 1-7/16” for a
SFE-30 (lower amperage = shorter and higher amperage = longer). So, sizewise, sometimes a higher amp rating SFE fuse will work in place of an “AGC”
or an “AGA” or a Lucas fuse. Regardless of physical size, an SFE will always
blow more quickly than a current AG_ (or older _AG) that has a similar Amp
rating.
AGC fuses are “General Purpose”. They are always 1/4” Dia X 1-1/4” long.
They’re available in 250V ratings to 10 amps, and up to 32V ratings to 30
amps. AGC fuses are approximately the same length as British fuses,
and will fit in the Lucas fuse holder. An AGC-20 is the same length as an SFE
-20 and they are pretty much interchangeable. Both AGC and SFE are “fast
acting”, but according to BUSS charts, the SFE is faster. An AGC-20 is rated
to carry 27 amps for up to 60 minutes, while an SFE-20 will blow in under 2
minutes. However, the 60 minutes is given as a maximum, while the 2
minutes is apparently typical, so that may not be an accurate comparison.
Without getting too lost in the details, the basic idea is that an SFE will blow
faster than an AGC, and will better protect your LBC’s vintage wiring.
If you are going to use BUSS fuses in your LBC, then when availability
and length permits, use SFE fuses as your first choice. When you must use
AGC fuses, shop for the 32 volt rated versions first, but the 250 volt AGC fuses will “work”. SFE fuses in lower Amp ratings will be shorter than the Lucas
fuses and may not fit the Lucas fuse box properly, so use common sense.
Currently BUSS AG fuses are available in different lengths, denoted as AGA,
AGB and AGC. They are all available in the same voltage and current
ratings, the difference being in the lengths. AGA is the shortest, and lengths
become longer as they progress from A through C.
Previously, the AG fuses were differentiated on a number scale, 1AG, 2AG
and 3AG. The older “3AG” fuses are the same as the modern, common
“AGC” fuses. Similarly: 1AG=AGA and 2AG=AGB. I don’t believe stores or
catalogs list “3AG” or “1AG” fuses anymore; they just list the current
designation “AGC” or “AGA” now.
USA fuse styles (The difference between them is their length)
Current

OLD designation (no longer sold)

AGA
AGB
AGC
SFE

1AG
2AG
3Ag (1/4” Dia x 1-1/4”, fit Lucas fuse holder)

(From the August 2012 issue of Spokes, the Official Publication of the MG Car
Club Western New York Centre).
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Trivia
Dorien sent this to Anne, who sent it to me to send to you…
In the 1400’s, a law was set forth in England that a man was allowed to beat
his wife with a stick no thicker than his thumb. Hence we have “the rule of
thumb”
Many years ago in Scotland, a new game was invented. It was ruled
“Gentlemen Only...Ladies Forbidden”. Thus the word “GOLF” entered into
the English language!
The first couple to be shown in bed together on prime time TV was Fred and
Wilma Flintstone
Every day more money is printed for Monopoly than the U.S. Treasury
Men can read smaller print than women can; women can hear better
Coca-Cola was originally green
It is impossible to lick your elbow. (Bet you just tried to do it! LOL)
The U.S. State with the highest percentage of people who walk to work:
Alaska
The percentage of Africa that is wilderness: 28%
The percentage of North America that is wilderness: 38%
The cost of raising a medium-sized dog to the age of eleven: $16,400 USD
Prior to COVID-19, the average number of people airborne over the U.S. in
any given hour: 61,000
Intelligent people have more zinc and copper in their hair
The first novel ever written on a typewriter: Tom Sawyer
The San Francisco Cable cars are the only mobile U.S. National Monuments

Oy, Whose
MGB Is That,
Anyway?
Results
Last month’s challenge was to
match each of the Club registered
MGB’s with their respective
owners. A big Congratulations to
Ken Mason for correctly
identifying which car belongs to
each intrepid individual!
Very impressive, Ken!
Ken’s prize is a Gift Certificate from
Blighty’s of Orangeville in the
amount of $25.
For the rest of you, here are the
answers:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

K
F
B
E
D
A
L
G
H
J
C
I
M

Each king in a deck of playing cards represents a great king from history:
Spades - King David
Hearts - Charlemagne
Clubs - Alexander The Great
Diamonds - Julius Caesar
111,111,111 x 111,111,111 = 12,345,678,987,654,321
If a statue in the park, of a person on horseback has both the horse’s front
legs in the air, the person died in battle. If the horse has one front leg raised,
the person died of wounds received in battle. If the horse has all four legs on
the ground, the person died of natural causes
Only 2 people signed the Declaration of Independence on July 4: John
Hancock and Charles Thomson. Most of the rest signed on August 2, but the
last signature wasn’t added until 5 years later.
Half of all Americans live within 50 miles of what? Their birthplace
Most boat owners name their boats. What is the most popular boat name
requested? Obsession
Continued on 5
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The Editor’s MGB may only be 1:6
scale, but Ralph sure gave it a nice
paint job!
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Photography
Contest
1.

Open to all members of
HBCC

2.

Each member may submit up
to 5 photographs that they
themselves have taken

3.

4.

5.

6.

Entries must be of your own
car - any view, any angle
(exterior, interior, detail, etc.)
- colour or black & white

To be judged on artistic
merit of the photograph,
rather than condition, value
or rarity of the car.
You may crop, edit or
enhance your photos to your
heart’s desire

Photographs must be taken
between June 15 and
September 30, 2020

7.

Entries must be received no
later than September 30,
2020 to be eligible for prize

8.

HBCC reserves the right to
publish entries (for example,
in BRITISH DRIVEN, Club
website)

Entries to be submitted to
editor@headwatersbritishcarclub.org

Trivia

Continued from 4

If you were to spell out numbers, how far would you have to go until you
would find the letter ‘A’? One thousand
What do bulletproof vests, fire escapes, windshield wipers and laser printers
have in common? All were invented by women
What is the only food that doesn’t spoil? Honey
Which day are there more collect calls than any other day of the year?
Father’s Day
In Shakespeare’s time, mattresses were secured on bed frames by ropes.
When you pulled on the ropes, they tightened and provided better support for
the mattress sitting on top. Hence the phrase, “Goodnight; sleep tight!”
It was the accepted practice in Babylon 4,000 years ago, that for a month
after the wedding, the bride’s father would supply his son-in-law with all the
mead he could drink. Mead is a honey beer and because their calendar was
lunar based, this period was called the honey month, which we know today
as the “honeymoon”
In English pubs, ale is ordered by pints and quarts, so in old England when
customers got unruly, the bartender would yell at them, “Mind your pints and
quarts, and settle down.” It’s where we get the phrase, “Mind your P’s and
Q’s”
Many years ago in England, pub frequenters had a whistle baked into the rim
or handle of their ceramic cups. When they needed a refill, they used the
whistle to get some service. “Wet your whistle” is the phrase inspired by this
practice
At least 75% of people who read this will try to lick their elbow!
This may look weird, but believe it or not - you CAN read it:
I cdnuolt blveiee that I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd what I was rdanieg. The
phaonmneal pweor of the human mind Aoccdrnig to rscheearch at
Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it doesn't mttaer in what order the ltteers in a word are,
the olny imprmoatnt thing is that the first and last ltteer be in the rghit pclae.
The rset can be a taotl mses and you can still raed it wouthit a porbelm. This
is bcuseae the human mind deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the word
as a wlohe. Amzanig huh?
(Believe me - it is a lot easier to read than it is to type - Editor)
You know you are living in 2020 when:
1. You accidentally enter your PIN on the microwave
2. You haven’t played solitaire with real cards in years
3. You have a list of 15 phone numbers to reach your family of three
4. You email the person who works at the desk next to you
5. Your reason for not staying in touch with friends and family is that they
don’t have email addresses
6. You pull up in your own driveway and use your cell phone to see if anyone
is home to help you carry in the groceries
7. Every commercial on television has a website at the bottom of the screen
8. Leaving the house without your cell phone, which you didn’t even have the
first 20 or 30 (or 60) years of your life, is now a cause for panic and you
turn around to go and get it
10.You get up in the morning and go on line before getting your coffee
11.You start tilting your head sideways to smile :)
12.You’re reading this and nodding and laughing
13.Even worse, you know exactly with whom you are going to share this
14.You are too busy to notice there was no #9 on this list
15.You actually scrolled back up to check that there was no #9 on this list
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Letters to
the Editor

Large Antique Markets housing a number of dealers are now common

Antiques - The Times, They
Are a-Changin’
By Marion Mason - Caledon Antique Dealer, Appraiser and Judge of
Antiques at Fall Fairs
Why is collecting antiques changing?
Where have the small antique shops gone?
Is most of the older population downsizing?
Long time antique dealers are realizing business is changing.
Most of the good antique shows are now “antique and collectible shows” as
today’s dealers must sell not only items over 100 years old, but also what
the younger buyer wants. The older buyers already have full homes. Is
collecting genuine antiques dying? EBay is killing the small shops; mall
shows are waning - but as optimists, we have seen these upheavals time
and again. New antique markets that house 25 to 50 dealers under one
roof make it easier for dealers to sell and for the public to buy.
Today’s buyers are younger and want things they can remember: the tin
toys of the 1950’s, black rotary telephones, refrigerator glass dishes with
lids, Pyrex and Fire-King kitchenware, large old kitchen mixing bowls and
teapots. Gone are the days of carving sets and large sets of bone china
dishes. Younger collectors want items that can be treated more hardily.
We older folks remember the silver-plated tea sets on huge trays used for
Trousseau Tea’s, and the silver entré dishes used to serve vegetables at
the very formal dining room tables. They have gone by the wayside with
younger collectors, to be replaced by stainless steel dishes that do not
require polishing.
Huge sets of fragile Limoges bone china are not something most younger
collectors are looking for. In reading the weekend newspaper, an ad from
one of Ontario’s largest china companies does not offer bone china sets,
but “Designer Stoneware safe for the dishwasher, oven, freezer and
microwave”.
Are collectors still buying Georgian silver and Victorian quilts, linens and
dishes? Absolutely! But newer collectors are buying 1930’s depression
glass, 1940’s Roseville Pottery and 1950’s costume jewelry.
Continued on 7
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“Wow!! I always realized you
did a great job, but did not
know how much you had to do
to make each story zing!
Thank you so much for all you
do and for the lovely way you
presented my story...I look
forward to every issue of
BRITISH DRIVEN and will
keep this one forever and
share it also with my non-car
club friends.
Thanks again,”
Marion Mason
HBCC
Thank you, Marion. I enjoyed
your story and am so pleased
that you were happy with the
final result.
Editor
“Thank you, thank you all for
such delightful stories, advice
and insight! Such a wonderful
reprieve from the heaviness of
the current restrictions. I hope
all are well. I am sooo grateful
and proud to be part of this
diverse, creative and loving
group of enthusiasts! Hoping
to see you all on the road
soon. Thank you Kimberly
and contributing writers. ♥ ”
Margo Young
HBCC

Antiques - The Times, They
Are a-Changin’
Continued from 6
Does all this doom and gloom mean we as antique dealers are going the
way of the dodo bird? Not at all! It just means we know a new way of
selling is starting. Vintage clothing, costume jewelry, toys, comics and 50’s
anything - the kind of things we got for wedding presents, must now be a
part of our display! “Mid-Century Modern” is now devoutly to be desired!
We need to have clean merchandise in good condition - no more broken
items or chipped cups. Collecting is not dead, but it has changed.
You must buy the best you can afford of something you love from someone
your trust. Today people tend to buy one dramatic piece, rather than a
collection of plates, pitchers, teacups, etc. Young people want it NOW they want the LOOK, not necessarily the 100 year-old item. Items 100
years old and older are harder to find and much more expensive and there
are fewer real collectors looking for them.
Some of us are born collectors and will shop for that special item, no matter
what. It still has to be fun, though, and many are finding that buying
antiques on the Internet is more work than fun. It is often frustrating to bid
on an item repeatedly and miss getting it in the last 10 seconds as we are
outbid by a telemarketing group whose job it is to snatch items up in the last
second for a paying client.
We now have to let the public know what we are doing. Small Road Shows
set up at local events have stirred a new interest with collectors. Antique
fairs, shows and shops must be friendly places where Internet sellers and
buyers can also add to their collections. It has to be fun!
There are still treasures to be found. Many customers are looking for
antiques that are easy to live with - practical pieces like desks, bookcases
and comfortable chairs. Many are looking for older pieces to convert into a
bathroom cupboard to hold a new sink or an old doored cupboard to house
a large TV. They do not want a museum piece, but a practical piece to
combine with their current decorating scheme.
So, there will continue to be dealers, shops and shows, flea markets and
auctions in the years to come. It is just the faces and the ages of the
collectors and dealers, as well as the age of the antiques that will change.

Of course, some would argue the best vintage collectibles look more like this!
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A Real Miracle from WWII
Reprinted with kind permission from Warbird Digest
B-17 All American (414th Squadron, 97BG) Crew:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pilot - Ken Bragg Jr.
Co-pilot - G. Boyd Jr.
Navigator - Harry C. Nuessle
Bombardier - Ralph Burbridge
Engineer - Joe C. James
Radio Operator - Paul A. Galloway
Ball Turret Gunner - Elton Conda
Waist Gunner - Michael Zu
Tail Gunner - Sam T. Sarpolus
Ground Crew Chief - Hank Hyland

A mid-air collision on February 1, 1943 between a B-17 and a German
fighter over the Tunis dock area became the subject of one of the most
famous photographs of WWII. An enemy fighter attacking a 97th Bomb
Group formation went out of control, probably with a wounded pilot, then
continued its crashing descent into the rear of the fuselage of a Flying
Fortress named “All American”, piloted by Lt. Kendrick R. Bragg of the
414th Bomb Squadron.
When it struck, the fighter broke apart, but left some pieces in the B-17.
The left horizontal stabilizer of the Fortress and left elevator were
completely torn away. The two right engines were out and one on the left
had a serious oil pump leak. The vertical fin and the rudder had been
damaged. The fuselage had been cut almost completely through connected only at two small parts of the frame, and the radios, electrical
and oxygen systems were damaged. There was also a hole in the top that
was over 16 feet long and 4 feet wide at its widest. The split in the fuselage
went all the way to the Top Gunner’s turret.
Although the tail actually bounced and swayed in the wind and twisted
when the plane turned and all the control cables were severed except one
single elevator cable which still worked - the aircraft miraculously still flew!
The Tail Gunner was trapped because there was no floor connecting the
tail to the rest of the plane. The Waist and Tail Gunners used parts of the
German fighter and their own parachute harnesses in an attempt to keep
the tail from ripping off and the two sides of the fuselage from splitting
apart. While the crew was trying to keep the bomber from coming apart,
the pilot continued on his bomb run and released his bombs over the target.
Continued on 7
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Our Cars
Currently, the HBCC Members
enjoy cars from the following
Marques:
Austin
Austin Healey
Bentley
Bristol
Jaguar
London Taxi
Lotus
MG
Mini
Morgan
Morris
Riley
Rolls-Royce
Sunbeam
Triumph
To view photographs of our
prized automobiles,
please visit the Club website:
www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

A Real Miracle from WWII
Continued from 8
When the bomb bay doors were opened, the wind turbulence was so great
that it blew one of the Waist Gunners into the broken tail section. It took
several minutes and four crew members to pass him ropes from parachutes
and haul him back into the forward part of the plane. When they tried to do
the same for the Tail Gunner, the tail began flapping so hard that it began
to break off. The weight of the Gunner was adding some stability to the tail
section, so he went back to his position.
The turn back toward England had to be very slow to keep the tail from
twisting off. They actually covered almost 70 miles to make the turn home.
The bomber was so badly damaged that it was losing altitude and speed
and was soon alone in the sky. For a brief time, two more M3-109 German
fighters attacked the All American. Despite the extensive damage, all of the
Machine Gunners were able to respond to these attacks and soon drove off
the fighters. The two Waist Gunners stood up with their heads sticking out
through the hole in the top of the fuselage to aim and fire their machine
guns. The Tail Gunner had to shoot in short bursts because the recoil was
actually causing the plane to turn.
Allied P-51 fighters intercepted the All American as it crossed over the
Channel and crewman Cliff Rutforth took the picture shown at the top of
page 8. They also radioed to the base describing that the appendage was
waving like a fish tail and that the plane would not make it and to send out
boats to rescue the crew when they bailed out. The fighters stayed with the
Fortress, taking hand signals from Ltd. Bragg and relaying them to the
base. Lt. Bragg signaled that 5 parachutes and the spare had been “used”
so five of the crew could not bail out. He made the decision that if they
could not bail out safely, then he would stay with the plane to land it. Two
and a half hours after being hit, the aircraft made its final turn to line up with
the runway while it was still over 40 miles away. It descended into an
emergency landing and a normal roll-out on its landing gear.
When the ambulance pulled alongside, it was waved off because not a
single member of the crew had been injured. No one could believe that the
aircraft could still fly in such a condition. The Fortress sat placidly until the
crew all exited through the door in the fuselage and the Tail Gunner had
climbed down a ladder, at which time the entire rear section of the aircraft
collapsed.
This old bird had done its job and brought the entire crew home uninjured.
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Musings
By Dorien Berteletti

Standard Special
By Dorien Berteletti
Tape Measure
Supposedly, most of us know what a tape measure is used for: namely,
measuring things...you hook one end of the tape measure on to the thing to
be measured and you pull the tape and it unwinds and you record the
number on a piece of paper. Many people believe in the accuracy of such
a device and will go to great lengths to prove a point, using a tape measure
as a support for their flawed reasoning. I speak with some knowledge as I
am married to such a person. I will come back to this point later in my
narrative.
Standard Special
My 1946 project Standard special is coming along despite extreme
slowness in getting engine parts, as well as many steering issues. The
grille is stuck in the USA and the badges are in the UK.
Engine parts are coming, but very slowly. I had the chance to drive Ralph’s
Triumph GT6 a few weeks ago, with his reworked engine and it’s fast...very
fast.
So I decided to modify my engine even further with a steel shim head
gasket, lightened flywheel and pressure plate, plus a number of other tricks
that should help. It also adds further delays, but should be worth it. Given
that Standard owned Triumph and given I have extra engines around, I felt
it was a suitable choice.
The body is strongly influenced by aircraft practice and being thin gauge
aluminum is extremely light, so much so that I can pick it up and remove it
from the car single-handed.
Last week I was working on the tail section and had cut out the rear
bulkhead out of plywood - that will support the tubular structure. All was
going well (I thought) until Anne came over to see if I needed any help and
to supervise.

I particularly enjoyed reading
about Marion’s teaching
adventures in the Caledon
area in last month’s issue.
The idea of Marion driving up
the Gore Road in a TD with
kids riding on the running
board, and her reading to them
adventures of the “Famous
Five” by Enid Blyton was
great!! I was brought up with
Enid Blyton, so “the Famous
Five” and “Noddy and the Red
Car” are wonderful memories.
Speaking of Marion, she and
Bill (along with Ralph and
Kimberly) organized a little
drive past nursing homes on
Sunday. It was basically to
thank the staff for all the caring
work they have been doing.
Twenty of us showed up in
Orangeville for a drive past of
two homes led by Bill. Some
of the turns were a bit sharp
and on one I had to back up as
the Rolls could not make the
turns. The Continental on the
way north to Shelburne. At
one point, many people turned
off the planned route and
headed east, but we kept
going and after a big caught
up to the Triumph that was
waiting for the rest of us.
Eventually the other 18 cars
made it and we circled the
Shelburne retirement home a
couple of times, and all the
residents and staff seemed
happy to see us.
It was good to see and visit
with a number of our Club
members after several months
of isolation.

In no time at all, I was informed that the right side was higher than the left
and that I should adjust. I did not agree and pointed out that if anything, it
was the left that was higher! Some disagreement ensued and Anne ran off
to get a “tape measure”. Smilingly, she showed me there was a 1”
difference and the right side was higher and she waved her tape measure
around like a trophy.
Those kind of facts do not impress me...I can tell what I see looking at the
car and do not rely on tape measures.
Continued on 11
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Noddy
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Standard Special

Continued from 10

There had to be a solution, so I called Ralph to see if he could drop by on a
technical matter. Later on Ralph showed up, driving what I call a “real car”,
so I knew things were off to a good start. I asked him to look at the car’s
rear and determine which side was higher and in a matter of seconds he
confirmed my findings. Anne was there with her tape measure reasoning
and numbers, but the “optics” had it over the tape measure.
Anyway, I compromised and split the difference...the back end looks
balanced!
On Sunday we drove the Bristol 409 to Sarnia to pick up a steering box and
that proved a great cross country drive with little traffic and we managed 23
mpg - that on an old V8 with automatic. I thought that was good
considering we were moving at a good clip. Now I have a good steering
system and a number of spares.
Reverse gear decided to quit, but given we are not going back to Sarnia for
a while, it’s not a major problem. I have a plan...more later.
It was suggested that given the engine and shock mounts had been cut off
my Triumph frame, during a V8 conversion by a previous owner, I should
get a welder so as to install the proper parts, that fortunately I have. There
is also other work that needs strong fittings that JB Weld will not fix.
So I bought a Mig welder and read the instructions and set it up...wire feed
and all. Got some test pieces ready, pressed the trigger and lots of sparks,
but little else. Tried different settings but no go, but it did spark nicely.
I took it to Shelburne, where in minutes Ralph adjusted the unit and welded
some pieces beautifully.
Okay, so without touching the settings, I got home and did some more work
on the Triumph frame. After some time I got to a point that was generally
okay - I suppose practice will help. Can’t have the motor falling out
because of badly welded motor mounts.
Most of the engine parts are now in from the USA, with a few more next
week. At that time I hope to complete the engine and then set it in the
frame and decide where exactly I want it to be. At that point I may use a
tape measure or I may just wing it, and if the transmission aligns with the
rear end, it must be right! Options can keep you awake at night!!
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Operation: Asparagus Patch
By Angela van Breemen
Having only known country life, I would never have been able to live in an
urban setting, so it was wonderful when I first learned that my sweetheart
felt the same way.
Soon after having purchased our country home north of Bradford, Ontario,
my husband Peter and I decided to put in gardens. It was late March when
we took possession of our rural property and our priority was to start a
vegetable plot. I wanted to have all the things in that garden that were in
the vegetable patch at my mom’s place. One essential resident in the
garden had to be asparagus!
Knowing that it would be a number of seasons before we would be able to
harvest those delectable spears, I made sure that we planted asparagus
that very first year. We bought ten young plants from the local nursery,
confident that in a few years we would have a marvelous asparagus patch.
Later that summer, while my husband and his 13-year-old daughter were
walking in the six-acre field behind our house, she noticed something
growing between the tall grass and weeds.
“Dad, isn’t that asparagus?” Jennifer asked, raising her voice above the
cacophony of August crickets.
“It looks just like what Angela planted earlier this year,” Peter replied.
They raced back to the house and asked me to come see what Jennifer
had found. It was asparagus, alright: spindly and neglected, practically
undead, but ready for resurrection. After I confirmed there were 220 plants
growing, we jumped up and down with excitement.
“Whoops,” I said. I felt nonplussed that only two months before, we had
purchased 10 tiny plants, this number now miniscule compared to what was
in the field! It seemed that the graceful, fernlike fronds were mocking me,
as they danced in the sunshine.
It was too late in the season to do anything to help these poor, neglected
plants grow into something better than little sticks no larger than the size of
twigs. After speaking with friends who had successful gardens, the answer
was manure! I was told that early next spring we should rototill the area
and apply this natural fertilizer.
In March of the following year, we approached one of the sheep farmers in
the area and asked if we could purchase some sheep manure from them.
Curious what we wanted it for, we explained that we needed to rejuvenate a
rather substantial asparagus patch. In true country fashion, the friendly
farmer said, “No need to pay for the sheep dung - come this spring, bring
us some fresh asparagus for our dinner table.”
In those days I drove a pickup truck; a 1985 Chevy Deluxe 1/2 tonne. Yes,
you heard right. I sold pickup truck accessories, such as truck bed-liners,
rear step bumpers, running boards, sun visors; anything to dress up a
pickup truck in style. What better way to show off the products for sale than
by dressing up your very own pickup truck? My truck especially needed all
the help it could get, since it was the most basic model Chevrolet produced,
pretty much just a tin can on wheels.
As we pulled into the farmer’s barnyard, he directed us to an aged manure
pile. We filled that half tonne right up to the top. We were so excited to
have this opportunity to get free dung.
Continued on 13
A few shots of our CARE-avan
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Thank you to those of you who
have contributed articles for
inclusion in this issue!
If you have an article or an idea

for BRITISH DRIVEN that you
would like to share with our
readers, especially now when
there is a serious lack of events to
keep us busy or to write about,
please contact Kimberly at
edior@headwatersbritishcarclub.org

Thank you!

Operation: Asparagus Patch

Continued from 12

We did not yet own a garden tractor and trailer, let alone a rickshaw, so we
decided the best way to spread the manure would be to drive the truck up
and down the field. Peter would stop every few feet while I, standing in the
truck bed, would throw a pitchfork of the smelly mess on each plant.
Things went very well for most of the day, and we had nearly finished
fertilizing the entire field. Suddenly the truck got stuck in soft mud. Peter
tried to ease forward, but it was no use. We were in limbo.
I said to Peter, “We need some weight on the back end. I’ll stand on the
rear step bumper, and you try and pull forward, but be gentle on the gas.”
Over the years we have been together, we have often had different
definitions on what certain concepts might mean. Gentle on the gas for me
does not mean stomping on the gas.
When Peter found that gentle on the gas was not producing the results
required, he stomped on the gas. The truck lurched forward! And so did I!
I flew right over the tailgate and dove straight into that offal pile.
Fortunately, there was still enough manure in the back of the truck, so my
landing, although rather undignified, was buffered.
From Peter’s perspective, while looking at the rear-view mirror, he saw a
perfect, Olympic style execution of a swan dive.
After some exceptionally fine expletives expressed by yours truly, which
would outdo any harpy’s vocabulary, my dearest soon realized that I was
not injured. My pride was another matter. Even so, rather than be
quarrelsome - we both began to laugh. We looked at each other and said
in unison, “This is going to be one of those things we will laugh about our
entire lives.”
After finishing up Operation Asparagus Patch, we realized that my poor
pickup truck was filthy. It was Sunday and getting late with dusk not far off.
Even though the light was getting dim, we still carried on cleaning the truck.
I was feeling anxious, since first thing in the morning, I was going to be
taking a new salesperson on the road with me!
Tired and exhausted, we were finally confident that the truck was now
clean of any excrement.
At lunchtime the next day, as I was explaining to our new salesperson, the
intricacies of selling truck accessories to car dealers, I felt myself shrink,
when I noticed hanging just above the door frame - a remnant of the
previous day’s escapades...
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All British Virtual
Classic & Antique Car Show
By Ed Taccone
Held June 13, 2020. To all who participated in HBCC’s first ever “Virtual”
Car Show, entertaining British cars only, a very big “Thank You”!
Once the photos started appearing on our Facebook page, it kept me busy
most of the day viewing, reading and posting all the interesting stories that
accompanied the photos.
It floors me every time when I think I’ve seen all the beautiful cars there are
to see...and then I am treated to more I have never seen before.
It is always a difficult task judging and dissecting the best from so many
gorgeous British Classic and Antique Automobiles. I am thankful that I had
help in that regard. (Please note that first place was chosen by an
Independent Judge.)

Connie

Congratulations to the Winners:
1st Virtual Overall
Ralph Evans
1937 Triumph Continental (Connie)
2nd Virtual Runner-up
Doug Housley
1954 MG TF (Edith)
3rd Virtual Runner-up
Vicki Tank
1965 Triumph TR4A (Catherine)

The winners will receive a prize. Please contact me, Ed Taccone, at (416)
717-7057 or email me at happy_traveller@icloud.com.
I will need your address to send your prize.

Edith

I will also have all the entries and stories compiled and posted on FB in
near future. Thank you all again.
Ed Taccone
Past President
Headwaters British Car Club

Catherine
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